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PENNDOT BMV CARATS TRANSACTION CODES 

HOW TO READ A CARATS TRANSACTION CODES 

A carats transaction code is four numbers in length with a fifth number, called a transaction 
type indicator, used to identify work which had been previously rejected/special handled.  The 
last digit will also identify the ‘from’ vehicle when registration has been transferred. 

Note the following exceptions when the last digit of the transaction code is something other 
than a zero: 

Note the following exceptions when the last digit of the transaction code is something 
other than a zero: 
1 Work had been rejected back to the applicant and was re-submitted to the Bureau for 

final processing. 
2 Identifies the 'from' vehicle when a registration plate has been transferred. 
3 Work had been rejected back to the applicant and was re-submitted to the Bureau for 

final processing and also identifies the 'from' vehicle in transfer situations. 
5 De-vanitization- Identifies those owners who failed to respond to two separate letters, 

requesting that they provide us with the configuration of their vanity plate. These tags 
were replaced with a regular series plate.  

6 A letter was sent to a customer asking for the configuration of their vanity plate, i.e., 
are there any spaces or hyphens, and if so, where are they located. 

9 Rear window decal – identifies those vehicles for which a rear window renewal decal 
was issued in lieu of a registration sticker for the license plate. 

Suspension/Restoration Tickler 

Code Meaning 
0003 update status to 'requested', mail ‘proof’ letter 
0004 mail ‘affidavit request’ letter 
0005 mail suspension letter 
0006 change status to ‘pending’, mail suspension letter 
0007 mail ‘eligibility’ letter 
0008 update status to ‘complete’, mail restoration letter 
0009 update suspension, no output 
0010 update status to ‘complete’, mail renewal application and restoration letter 
0011 change status to 'active' & place stop code 
0012 mail 'affidavit request' letter (status = ‘pending’ or ‘active’) 
0013 mail suspension letter (after an appeal has been dismissed) 
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CARATS Changes Which Generate FR/Suspension Output 

Code Meaning 
0016 mail ‘additional’ suspension letter (credit given) 
0017 mail ‘additional’ suspension letter 
0018 mail ‘additional’ suspension letter (reinstate) 
0019 mail ‘additional’ letter (old indefinite suspensions) 

'Other' CARATS Transactions 

Code Meaning 
0015 update of ARP vehicle weight values 
0020 ARP registration renewal 
0021 transfer vehicle to ARP 
0022 reactivate vehicle in CARATS 
0023 ARP fee distribution 
0024 generate automatic refund in counter mode 
0025 generate automatic refund in mail mode 
0026 generate blanket check refund 
0027 generate DL automatic refund 
0028 generate DL blanket check refund 
0029 DL counter refunds 
0030 generate renewal application 
0031 place permanent fleet stop 
0032 remove permanent fleet stop 
0040 ARP tag replacement 
0079 Local Fee Reg Prohit (F) Added 
0089 Local Fee Reg Probit (F) Remove 

Citation/ARS Processing (Electronic Interface) 

Code Meaning 
0033 create ARS suspension/mail suspension letter 
0034 create 1786F suspension/mail suspension letter 
0035 process 6308/mail 'proof' letter 
0036 process 6308 citation no action, no output 
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Return Check Tickler 

Code Meaning 
0037 create return check suspension, mail suspension letter 

Fleet Processing 

Code Meaning 
0038 renew fleet vehicle 
0039 generate fleet renewal 

Abandoned Vehicle Processing 

Code Meaning 
0042 abandoned vehicle fee distribution 

New Insurance Policies & Cancellations (Electronic Transfer) 

Code Meaning 
0043 reserved 
0044 new policy, change status to ‘comply’, mail ‘acknowledge of proof letter’ 
0045 new policy, update vehicle insurance database, no output 
0046 new policy, mail ‘affidavit request’ letter 
0047 new policy, create suspension, mail suspension letter 
0048 cancel, no updates done since new policy exists, audit trail only, no output 
0049 cancel, retain data on suspension database, no output 
0051 cancel, non-stackable, audit trail only, no output 
0052 cancel, mail ‘affidavit request’ letter 
0053 cancel, create suspension, mail suspension letter 
0054 cancel, create 'held' status, add soft stop, no output 
0055 new policy, update, mail ‘affidavit to rescind letter’, (status = ‘pending’ or 

‘active’) 
0056 new policy, rescind 'detail', mail rescind letter, free tag replacement 
0057 new policy, rescind 'detail', mail rescind letter, mail renewal application 
0058 new policy, rescind 'detail', mail rescind letter 

Reinstate (Electronic) 
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Code Meaning 
0090 reinstatement, change status to 'comply', mail comply letter 
0091 reinstatement, change status to ‘Rescind’, mail rescind letter  
0092 update Suspension  
0093 suspension updated, mail 'affidavit request letter  
0094 reinstatement, error 8207, generate rejection letter 
0096 reinstatement, change status to ‘Pending’ generate Official Notice   

Philadelphia Parking Authority (PPA) Suspensions (Electronic Transfer) 

Code Meaning 
0059 PPA, create suspension, mail suspension letter, 1379A 
0060 PPA, create suspension, mail suspension letter, 1379D 

Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission (PTC) Suspensions 

Code Meaning 
0061 PTC, create suspension, mail suspension letter, 1380A 
0062 PTC, create suspension, mail suspension letter, 1380E 
0066 PTC, create suspension, mail suspension letter, 1380F 

Renewal of Registration 

Code Meaning 
0063* registration renewal update (S4000 Renewal Processor)* 
0064* registration renewal update (S4000 Renewal Processor)* w/ ODTF * 
0065* registration renewal update (DP500 Renewal Processor)* w/VTF * 
0069* registration renewal update (DP500 Renewal Processor)* w/ODTF & VTF  
4100** ACT-73 Pediatric Cancer $5 Donation via eGov 
4101** ODTF, VTF, Pedi Cancer Donation via eGov 
4102** ODTF, Pedi Cancer Donation via eGov 
4103** VTF, Pedi Cancer Donation via eGov 
4104** Keystone Tree Restricted Account via eGov 
4105** Keystone Tree Restricted Account, ODTF via eGov 
4106** Keystone Tree Restricted Account, VTF via eGov 
4107** Keystone Tree Restricted Account, PCRF via eGov 
4108** Keystone Tree Restricted Account, ODTF, VTF via eGov 
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4109** Keystone Tree Restricted Account, ODTF, PCRF via eGov 
4110** Keystone Tree Restricted Account, VTF, PCRF via eGov 
4111** Keystone Tree Restricted Account, ODTF, PCRF, VTF via eGov 

*These are also the codes which will appear for ALL internet transactions.  The only way 
to distinguish between Internet/Non-Internet processing is by looking at the operator 
identification number (OPERID).  Internet transactions contain OPERID’s 2600 to 2624. 

**These codes are internet transactions only 

Insurance Audit Responses (Electronic Transfer) 

Code Meaning 
0066 positive audit 
0067 negative audit, create suspension, mail suspension letter 
0068 negative audit, audit trail only, no output 

Gatekeeper/ Generate MCSAP/INSP Suspension Output.   

Code Meaning 
0070 returned vehicle/return all fees  
0071 returned vehicle/return sales tax only 
0072 mail ‘additional’ INSP suspension letter (credit given) 
0073 mail ‘additional’ INSP suspension letter 
0074 mail ‘additional’ MCSAP suspension letter (credit given) 
0075 mail ‘additional’ MCSAP suspension letter 
0076 mail ‘additional’ reinstate INSP suspension letter 
0077 mail ‘additional reinstate’ MCSAP suspension letter 

Return Check Processing 

Code Meaning 
0078 dunning letter submission 

Electronic Lien Processing 

Code Meaning 
0080 convert existing lien to ELT (no output) 
0081 release ELT lien 
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0082 release ELT indicator 
0083 release ELT lien to dealer 
0084 change owner’s address/release ELT lien NO REGISTRATION OUTPUT 
0087 change owner’s address NO REGISTRATION OUTPUT  
0088 change ELT lien holder's address change NO OUTPUT 

Stop Code Placement/Removal (Electronic Interface) 

Code Meaning 
0085 remove soft stop 
0086 place hard stop 
0098 remove soft stop (SC system) 
0099 place hard stop (SC system) 

*If the operator ID associated with this transaction code is 2600 to 2624, this reflects that 
processing took place via the Internet and not the DP500 processor 

Vehicle Inspection Update 

Code Meaning 
9700 update inspection record (no output) 

The following transactions are processed online with immediate updating: 

MV01 -     Create New Title Record/Change of Ownership 

Code Meaning 
0110 title only 
0111 title & tag 
0112 title and transfer tag and/or renew 
0113 reissue title and exchange tag 
0114 reassign title only 
0115 reassign title and tag 
0116 reassign title and transfer tag and/or renew 
0117 reassign title, transfer, reissue, exchange and/or renew 
0118 Non-PA junk certificate 
0199 title and reg - title, transfer, and general reissuance 
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MV03 - Change Owner/Lessee Name/Address 

Code Meaning 
0310 change owner name 
0311 change owner name - ELT 
0320 change owner address 
0330 change owner name and owner address 
0331 change owner name and owner address - ELT 
0340 change name and lessee maintenance 
0350 change address and lessee maintenance 
0360 change name and address and lessee maintenance 
0361 change name and address and lessee maintenance - ELT 
0370 lessee maintenance only 
0380 add lessee 

MV04 - Cancel Pennsylvania Title 

Code Meaning 
0410 cancel (delete) record 
0420 re-establish canceled record 
0430 cancel record (crushed vehicle) 
0440 issue non-repairable certificate 

MV06 - Change Vehicle Information 

Code Meaning 
0610 change vehicle information 
0620 convert PA title 

MV07 - Request for Duplicate Title 

Code Meaning 
0710 duplicate title 

MV08 - Add/Remove/Modify Lien Information (Includes Electronic Liens) 

Code Meaning 
0810 lien maintenance 
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0820 add non-ELT lien 
0821 add ELT lien 
0830 delete non-ELT lien 
0831 delete ELT lien 
0832 delete ELT lien and delete NON-ELT lien 
0833 delete ELT lien and add NON-ELT lien  
0834 delete ELT lien and add ELT lien  
0835 delete ELT lien and modify NON-ELT lien 
0836 delete ELT lien and renew NON-ELT lien  
0837 delete NON-ELT lien and delete NON-ELT lien  
0838 delete NON-ELT lien and add NON-ELT lien  
0839 delete NON-ELT lien and add ELT lien 
0840 modify NON-ELT lien  
0841 modify ELT lien  
0842 renew ELT lien  
0843 modify ELT lien and delete NON-ELT lien  
0844 modify ELT lien and add NON-ELT lien 
0845 modify ELT lien and modify NON-ELT lien  
0846 modify ELT lien and renew NON-ELT lien  
0848 modify NON-ELT lien and add NON-ELT lien 
0849 modify NON-ELT lien and modify NON-ELT lien  
0851 delete ELT indicator 
0852 delete ELT indicator and delete NON-ELT lien  
0853 delete ELT indicator and add NON-ELT lien 
0854 delete ELT indicator and modify NON-ELT lien  
0855 delete ELT indicator and renew NON-ELT lien 
0860 submit ELT data to integrator  
0861 delete NON-ELT lien and modify NON-ELT lien  
0862 delete NON-ELT lien and renew NON-ELT lien  
0863 modify NON-ELT lien and renew NON-ELT lien  
0864 renew ELT lien and delete NON-ELT lien 
0865 renew ELT lien and add NON-ELT lien 
0866 renew ELT lien and modify NON-ELT lien  
0867 renew ELT lien and renew NON-ELT lien  
0868 renew NON-ELT lien  
0870 renew NON-ELT lien and add NON-ELT lien  
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0872 add ELT lien and add NON-ELT lien  
0873 add NON-ELT lien and add NON-ELT lien  
0874 renew NON-ELT lien and renew NON-ELT lien  
0899 lien functions outside the list above  

MV09 - Change Owner/Lessee Address (Online Messengers Only) 

Code Meaning 
0920 change owner's address 
0950 change owner and lessee 
0970 change lessee address 

MV10 - Create Apportioned Renewal Program (ARP) / Public Utility Commission 
(PUC) Suspensions 

Code Meaning 
1010 PUC suspension, mail suspension letter 
1020 ARP suspension, mail suspension letter 
1030 INSP suspension, mail suspension letter 
1040 MCSAP suspension, mail suspension letter 
1050 1375A Phila Authority suspension, mail suspension letter 

MV11 - Process Certificate of Salvage (for existing PA Titles) 

Code Meaning 
1110 junk certificate (no fee) 
1120 junk certificate (fee) 

MV12 - Miscellaneous Financial Responsibility (FR) Processing 

Code Meaning 
1210 incomplete audit, mail 'proof' letter 
1211 incomplete Audit, no action, no output 
1220 inspection mechanic, mail 'proof' letter 
1221 inspection mechanic, no action, no output 
1230 miscellaneous, mail 'proof' letter 
1231 miscellaneous processing, no action, no output 
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1240 non-reportable accident, mail ‘proof’ letter 
1241 non-reportable accident, no action, no output 
1250 PA assigned claim, mail 'proof' letter 
1251 PA assigned claim, no action, no output 

MV13 - Process Insurance Cancellations (Paper) 

Code Meaning 
1310 no database updates since new policy exists, audit trail only, no output 
1320 create 'retain' segment, no output 
1330 create 'held' segment, add soft stop, no output 
1340 create suspension, mail suspension letter 
1350 mail 'affidavit request' letter 
1360 suspension non-stackable, audit trail only, no output 

MV16 - Record Maintenance 

Code Meaning 
1610 record maintenance 

MV17 - Transfer/Issue New Registration 

Code Meaning 
1710 transfer registration 
1720 transfer and reissue 
1730 transfer and exchange 
1740 transfer and renew 
1750 transfer, reissue and renew 
1760 transfer, exchange and renew 
1770 issue new registration 
1780 transfer antique/classic (between relatives) 
1790 transfer antique/classic (non-relative) 
1799 reg/transfer - title, transfer, and general reissuance 

MV18 - Process New Insurance Policies (PAPER) 

Code Meaning 
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1810 update vehicle insurance database, no output 
1820 suspension status changed to 'complied', mail 'compliance' letter for 

insurance company submission 
1830 suspension status changed to 'complied', no output 
1840 rescind segment, mail rescind letter, free replacement of tag 
1841 rescind segment, mail rescind letter, mail renewal application 
1842 rescind segment, mail rescind letter 
1850 update segment, mail 'affidavit request' letter 
1860 create suspension, mail suspension letter 
1870 update suspension, mail 'affidavit request' letter (status = 'active' or 

'pending') 

MV21 - Reserved Special Tag (Vanity) Request 

Code Meaning 
2110 reserve special tag 
2120 reissue reserved tag 
2130 renew special tag 

MV22 - Release Special Tag Order 

Code Meaning 
2210 release special tag 

MV23 - Insurance Audits 

Code Meaning 
2310 create vehicle insurance segment, no output 
2320 negative audit, audit trail only, no output 
2330 negative audit, create suspension, mail suspension letter 
2335 negative audit, non-stackable, audit trail only, no output 
2340 update insurance segment status (other than negative), no output 
2350 delete insurance segment, no output 

MV25 - Special Tag (Vanity) Maintenance 

Code Meaning 
2510 special tag order maintenance 
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2520 add to special tag order 
2530 cancellation to the special tag order 
2540 correct special tag owner 

MV27 - Power of Attorney (POA) 

Code Meaning 
2710 secure power of attorney 

MV28 - Tag Maintenance 

Code Meaning 
2810 make a tag only dead, no output 
2820 make an assigned tag dead, no output 
2830 make a dead tag a tag only, no output 
2840 change dead tag status, no output 
2850 'kill' tag, update suspension, mail tag receipt letter 
2851 'kill' tag, update suspension, place stop code, mail tag receipt letter 
2852 'kill' 'tag only' (tag received prior to suspension letter mailing date) 
2853 'kill' tag, close suspension, mail ‘voluntary surrender’ receipt letter 
2854 'kill' tag, tag forwarded to the FR unit, no output 
2855 'kill' tag, tag expired, credit already exists, no output 
2860 'kill' special tag (vanity), update suspension, mail tag receipt letter 
2861 'kill' special tag (vanity), update suspension, place stop code, mail tag 

receipt letter 
2862 'kill' special tag (vanity) (tag received prior to suspension letter mailing 

date) 
2863 'kill' special tag (vanity), close suspension segment, mail voluntary receipt 

letter 
2864 'kill' special tag (vanity), tag forwarded to the FR unit, no output 
2865 'kill' special tag (vanity), tag expired, credit already exists, no output 
2870 return special tag (vanity) to vehicle owner 
2880 'acknowledgment' statement received, begin credit, no output 
2890 stolen tag, make tag ‘dead’ (police stolen/electronic transmission) 

MV30 - Reissue of Registration Materials 

Code Meaning 
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3010 registration materials 
3011 plate and renew 
3012 plate and VIN 
3013 plate, VIN, and renew 
3014 plate and weight sticker 
3015 plate, weight sticker, and renew 
3016 plate 
3020 card 
3021 card, weight sticker and sticker 
3022 card and sticker 
3023 card and weight sticker 
3024 card, sticker, and VIN 
3025 card, sticker, weight, and VIN 
3026 card and VIN 
3030 sticker 
3031 sticker and VIN 
3032 sticker and weight sticker 
3040 VIN Plate 
3041 VIN, plate, and weight sticker 
3042 VIN, plate, sticker, and weight sticker 
3043 VIN, plate, weight sticker, and renew 
3050 weight sticker 
3051 weight sticker and renew 
3060 biennial 
3070 renewal application 
3080 other materials 
3099 reissue reg - title, transfer, and general reissuance 

MV31 - Reissue of Registration Materials (Online Messengers) 

Code Meaning 
3111 reissue plate and renew 
3116 plate 
3120 card 
3122 card and sticker 
3130 sticker 
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MV32 - Dealer Transactions 

Code Meaning 
3201 add new dealer, bond co info & pay recovery fee 
3202 change dealer info and/or bond info  
3203 change dealer info and/or bond info and stop code maint  
3204 change dealer info and/or bond info and apply payment  
3205 stop code maintenance  
3206 apply payment  
3207 delete dealer  
3208 change bond info only  
3209 change bond info and apply payment  
3210 change bond info and stop code maint  

MV33 - Vehicle Paid Information 

Code Meaning 
33xx where ‘x’ equals one of 49 possible transaction codes, reflecting the 

processing of a ‘paid information’ request 

MV34 - Add/Remove/Modify Abandoned Vehicle Record 

Code Meaning 
3410 create abandoned vehicle 
3411 create abandoned vehicle-value < $501 
3420 abandoned vehicle maintenance 
3430 close/delete abandoned vehicle 
3440 close/delete abandoned vehicle 
3480 crush abandoned vehicle 

MV38 – Financial Responsibility (FR) /Suspension Restoration/Rescind Processing 
(Online Messengers)  

Code Meaning 
3810 change status to ‘complied’, print 'acknowledge of proof' letter online 
3815 change status to ‘complied’, print 'acknowledge of proof' letter online, 

change of address 
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3840 update suspension with restoration fee or insurance information only, no 
output 

3850 restore, print restoration letter online, free tag replacement, mail 
restoration letter 

3851 restore, print restoration letter online & mail renewal application 
3852 restore, print restoration letter online 
3860 rescission, free tag replacement, produce rescind letter online 
3861 rescission, mail renewal application and produce rescind letter online 
3862 rescission & produce rescind letter online 

Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission Restoration (PTC)/Rescind Processing 

Code Meaning 
3880 PTC restoration fee processed 
3881 PTC rescind 
3882 PTC restore 

Philadelphia Parking Authority (PPA) Suspension Restoration/Rescind Processing 
(Online Messengers) 

Code Meaning 
3897 update suspension with PPA release date OR restoration fee only, no 

output 
3898 rescind, print rescind letter online 
3899 restore, print restore letter online 

MV39       Financial Responsibility (FR) Reprint  

Code Meaning 
3910 reprint comply letter online 
3911 reprint rescind letter online 
3912 reprint restore letter online 

MV40       Transfer/Issue New Registration (Online Messengers)  

Code Meaning 

4010 transfer registration 
4020 transfer and reissue 
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4030 transfer and exchange 
4040 transfer and renew 
4050 transfer, reissue and renew 
4060 transfer, exchange and renew 
4070 issue new registration 
4080 transfer antique/classic (between relatives) 
4090 transfer antique/classic (non-relative) 
4099 transfer/renew - title, transfer, and general reissuance 

MV45 - Carrier/Fleet Processing 

Code Meaning 
4500 OOS suspension letter 
4501 establish a carrier/fleet 
4502 establish a fleet 
4503 maintain fleet information 
4504 delete a fleet 
4505 extend registration and waive axle 
4506 extend registration only 
4507 delete carrier 
4508 change carrier name 
4510 decrease registration and waive axle 
4511 decrease registration 

MV48 - Financial Responsibility (FR) /Suspension Restoration/Rescind Processing 

Code Meaning 
4805 change status to ‘update’, change of address, no output 
4806 change status to ‘update’, no output 
4810 change status to ‘complied’, mail 'acknowledge of proof' 
4815 change status to ‘complied’, mail 'acknowledge proof' letter, change of 

address 
4820 restore pending appeal, mail restore pending appeal letter 
4825 restore pending appeal, change of address, mail restore pending appeal 

letter 
4828 reinstate INSP suspension, mail suspension letter 
4829 reinstate MCSAP suspension, mail suspension letter 
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4830 reinstate suspension, mail suspension letter 
4831 reinstate suspension, place stop, mail suspension letter after an appeal 

has been dismissed 
4832 reinstate suspension, place stop, mail INSP suspension letter after an 

appeal has been dismissed 
4833 reinstate suspension, place stop, mail MCSAP suspension letter after an 

appeal has been dismissed 
4834 reinstate suspension, change of address, mail INSP suspension letter after 

an appeal has been dismissed 
4835 reinstate suspension, change of address, mail suspension letter after an 

appeal has been dismissed 
4836 reinstate suspension, place stop code, change of address, mail suspension 

letter after an appeal has been dismissed 
4837 reinstate suspension, change of address, mail MCSAP suspension letter 

after an appeal has been dismissed 
4838 reinstate suspension, place stop, change of address, mail INSP suspension 

letter after an appeal has been dismissed 
4839 reinstate suspension, place stop, change of address, mail MCSAP 

suspension letter after an appeal has been dismissed 
4840 update suspension with restoration fee or insurance information only, no 

output 
4845 update suspension with restoration fee or insurance information only, 

change of address, no output 
4850 restore, free tag replacement, mail restoration letter 
4851 restore, mail renewal application and restoration letter 
4852 restore, mail restoration letter 
4855 restore, change of address, free tag replacement, mail restoration letter 
4856 restore, change of address, mail renewal application and restoration letter 
4857 restore, change of address, mail restoration letter 
4860 rescission, free tag replacement, mail rescind letter 
4861 rescission, mail renewal application and rescind letter 
4862 rescission, mail rescind letter 
4865 rescission, change of address, free tag replacement, mail rescind letter 
4866 rescind, change of address, mail renewal application, and rescind letter 
4867 rescind, change of address, mail rescind letter 
4870 reject transaction, mail auto-correspondence letter 
4880 suspension updated, mail 'affidavit request' letter 
4881 suspension updated, mail 'affidavit required to rescind' letter 
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4885 suspension updated, change of address, mail 'affidavit request' letter 
4886 suspension updated, change of address, mail 'affidavit request to rescind' 

letter 
4890 suspension status updated to 'pending', mail suspension letter 
4892 $500 Civil Penalty from eGov and CARATS 
4893 Process FR Insurance Data from eGov and CARATS 
4895 suspension status updated to 'pending', change of address, mail 

suspension letter 
4897 FR $500 Civil Penalty 
4898 Satisfied Letter Issuance 

MV49 - Financial Responsibility (FR) /Suspension Maintenance 

Code Meaning 
4901 add suspension, no output 
4905 add suspension, no output 
4910 delete suspension detail, no output 
4915 delete suspension root, no output 
4920 maintain detail insurance and suspension information, no output 
4921 maintain detail insurance and suspension information, mail rescind letter 
4922 maintain detail insurance and suspension information, mail ‘additional’ 

suspension letter 
4930 maintain detail for previous insurance information, no output 
4931 maintain detail for previous insurance information, mail rescind letter 
4932 maintain detail for previous insurance information, mail ‘additional’ 

suspension letter 
4940 maintain detail, proof of insurance, no output 
4941 maintain detail, proof of insurance, mail rescind letter 
4942 maintain detail, proof of insurance, mail ‘additional’ suspension letter 
4950 maintain detail, suspension information, mail suspension letter 
4951 maintain detail, susp Info, mail rescind letter 
4952 maintain detail, susp Info, mail ‘additional’ suspension letter 
4960 maintain root, insurance and suspension info, no output 
4961 maintain root, insurance and suspension info, mail restoration letter 
4970 maintain root, fee info, no output 
4971 maintain root, fee Info, mail restoration letter 
4980 maintain root, insurance info, no output 
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4981 maintain root, insurance info, mail restoration letter 
4990 maintain root, suspension info, no output 
4991 maintain root, suspension info, mail restoration letter 

MV50 - Miscellaneous Suspension Processing 

Code Meaning 
5010 1786F suspension, mail suspension letter 
5020 6308 citation, mail 'proof' letter 
5030 citation, non-stackable, audit trail only, no output 

MV52 - Fleet Invoice Maintenance 

Code Meaning 
5201 add invoice segment 
5202 delete invoice 
5203 reassign vehicle to new invoice 
5204 delete vehicle from invoice 
5205 assign new WID number for invoice 
5210 add a vehicle 
5211 fleet to fleet transfer 
5212 change equipment number 
5213 delete a vehicle 
5220 add a vehicle and change registration info 
5221 fleet to fleet transfer and change reg info 
5222 change equipment number and change reg info 
5223 delete equipment number and change reg info 
5224 change registration information 
5230 reissue registration materials 
5240 reissue all vehicle registration materials 
5250 renewal-invoice line item 
5270 fleet transfer 
5271 fleet transfer and reissue reg materials 
5272 fleet transfer and exchange registration 
5273 fleet vehicle - new registration 
5280 fleet transfer 
5281 fleet transfer and reissue reg materials 
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5282 fleet transfer and exchange registration 
5283 fleet vehicle - new registration 
5890 post invoice 
5891 recalculate fees and print invoice 
5892 reprint credentials 

MV53 - Carrier Account Processing 

Code Meaning 
5310 apply money from carrier 
5320 apply money from a fee remit file 
5330 apply money from cash, check, or check exchange 
5340 issue check exchange 
5350 issue refund 

MV78 - Miscellaneous Title Maintenance 

Code Meaning 
7810 miscellaneous Maintenance 
7840 organ donor trust fund payment (credit) 
7841 organ donor trust fund payment (implied) 
7842 organ donor trust fund (debit) 
7843 Vet Trust fund payment (credit) 
7844 ODTF & VTF payment (credit)  
7850 Local Use Fee Payment 

MV81 – Refund Processing 

Code Meaning 
8102 add manual ‘other’ refund 
8103 issue check exchange 
8104 delete manual ‘other’ refund 
8110 add manual VR adjustment 
8120 add DL manual refund 
8130 delete VR manual refund 
8140 delete DL manual refund   
8150 add VR manual refund/delete suspension database 
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8160 VR charge card refund 
8161 DL charge card refund 
8170 add VR manual refund/delete fee remit 
8180 update existing refund    
8190 delete VR automatic refund 
8195 delete DL automatic refund 

MV82 - Return Check Maintenance 

Code Meaning 
8201 apply early payment 
8202 apply refund 
8203 apply agency collection 
8204 write-off case 
8205 charge-off case 
8206 referral of case 
8207 warrant action 
8208 complaint filed 
8209 delete payment or refund 
8210 create return check case 
8215 delete return check case 
8220 create ARP audit 
8230 create 'will bill' case 
8221 Create Inspections Fine 
8230 create "will bill" case 
8240 miscellaneous maintenance 
8250 apply payment 
8255 apply cash payment 
8260 reprint invoice 
8270 place 'R' stop 
8280 remove 'R' stop 
8290 remove 'A' stop 
8291 apply payment/restore susp/send restoration letter 
8292 apply payment/restore susp/send restoration notice/free reissue 
8293 apply payment/restore suspension/no letter (multiple susp) 
8294 apply payment/rescind suspension/generate rescind notice 
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MV90 - Registration Renewal 

Code Meaning 
9010 registration renewal 
9020 registration renewal with change of name/address 
9040 registration renewal/donation to ODTF  
9041 registration renewal with change of name/address-donation to organ 

donor trust fund 
9050 registration renewal/donation VTF 
9051 registration renewal with change of name/address - donation to VTF  
9060 registration renewal donation ODTF & VTF  
9061 registration renewal with change of name/address - donation to ODTF & 

VTF 

MV91 - Registration Renewal (Self-Service Terminals) (no longer used) 

Code Meaning 
9110 SST straight renewal 
9120 SST renewal and change address 
9130 SST address change only 

MV93 - Registration Renewal (Online Messengers Only) 

Code Meaning 
9310 registration renewal 
9320 registration renewal and address change 
9340 registration renewal/donation to ODTF 
9341 registration renewal with change of address & donation to ODTF 
9350 registration renewal/donation VTF  
9351 registration renewal with change of name/address - donation to VTF  
9360 registration renewal donation ODTF & VTF 
9361 registration renewal with change of name/address - donation to ODTF & 

VTF 

MV-96 - In Transit Tag 

Code Meaning 
9610 in-transit tag issuance 
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MV97 - Vehicle Inspection Update (batch update) 

Code Meaning 
9700 update inspection record (no output) 

MV99 - Stop Code Processing 

Code Meaning 
9910 add stop (other than stolen), no output 
9920 delete stop (other than stolen), no output 
9930 add stolen stop, no output 
9940 delete stolen stop, no output 
9990 add stolen stop (electronic), no output 
9991 delete stolen stop (electronic), no output 
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